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Hi Everyone 
 

News 
Start with the Obvious 
The banner update above, another two years on. The River Redgums Karra in the swamp are now showing their 
pleasing presence and their cousins along the sedge line are just, well are just ….skyrocketing. 
 

Tim and his Terrific Tree Touting Troupe 
Tim Minchin was in town for the Cabaret Festival with his show Back at the Festival Theatre and as part of a 
carbon offset initiative for the production and travelling of his show, Tim, other musicians and support crew spent 
the Queen’s birthday planting at L50K; he has funded 500 seedlings. The day embraced the biodiversity 
regeneration at L50K with 26 species planted and the broader collaboration with Biodiversity McLaren Vale in 
working towards landscape wide change. The bi-cultural objectives of L50K were brought to the fore with Karl 
Telfer and I co-hosting the day and Karl having many yarns with Tim and others over the day. 
A great day was had by all, productive and fun, and its success was supported by many others, there were about 
30 of us there. Have to hold more of the story to the next newsletter, this one’s full enough. Have to say though, it 
was great to meet Tim the bloke, he has a little land regeneration project of his own underway and by the end of 
the day was proudly adorning a BMV work shirt, with our Yellow tail black cockatoo insignia. We planted some 
Yellow tail tucker, hakea and sheoak, few years before its ready to serve though. 

     
Me, Tim, Karl with the Message Stick by Georgina Williams & me (2002)     Celebrating the day with Fox Creek 



   
Tim at work, white shoes, white hat                        The red shoes, Jak & Susan 

Jak Housden is tour guitarist and with the Whitlams. I love the cross overs in that Gough is in the next paragraph 
 

Other Stuff 
 

Intro 
There is a flavour to this newsletter, an outline of activities and visitors. And there is a reason, as in 1972 ‘It’s Time’ 
for some serious reflection and consideration as to where to? The last article in this newsletter expands on the 
topic: What Does Cultural Regeneration Look Like? 
 

For the younger amongst us and those who dwell in other lands ‘It’s Time’ was the campaign slogan for the 
election of the Gough Whitlam federal government in 1972, the first Labor government in 22 years. 
 

So what else has been happening at L50K? 
 

ReGen: Music at L50K 
On a still and balmy Saturday evening, 17

th
 April, about 80 people gathered at the decked out Dendro Theatre for 

the inaugural music event at L50K being entertained by 16 musicians and supported by a crew of six or so. This 
was preceded by a shared meal and followed by a camp over for those who wanted to. 
 

Music was by Sad Sad Tim and the Four Sadelaides, providing a funny, satirical and political commentary on the 
world including how to get from Blackwood to Glenelg. They were followed by Bromham, with eleven on stage this 
time including a sit-down stand-in drummer, performing with them for the first time at a day’s notice as the regular 
drummer was crook. And also in the line-up, a Melbournian trombone player who happened to be in the hood. 
Bromham have a habit of getting people’s arse off the grass and shaking their booty.  
 

At first light Sunday morning there were 25 cars, 3 bikes and 1 ex school bus camped over. It was possible to count 
them but not the campers. 
 

The idea for this event followed on from Nick’s 40
th
 birthday gathering as everyone had enjoyed that so much. It 

was necessary to have a very limited invite this time but it is planned to have another in October with an open invite 
with first in best dressed but again with limited numbers. You will get an email several weeks beforehand. 
 

Thanks to everyone who made this happen and particularly to Nick who was co-organiser and the crew who did all 
the necessary deeds; Brian Carman, Lex Monserrat, Michael Richards, Mariusz Klochowicz, Zoe Gardner. 
 

 
I forgot my camera so nicked this photo from Nick’s 40

th
 last year 



Adelaide Film Festival Filming at L50K 
Under the full moon in April. Georgina Williams, Nangke Burka Senior Woman was filmed for Living Stories. This 
was for the Adelaide Film Festival and the SA Film Corporation. 
 
Watch out for it at the Film Festival in October. 
 
Tree Hugger - Naked Wines: First Tree in the Ground 
I mentioned last newsletter the Tree Hugger 10,000 bottles, 10,000 trees and shrubs initiative by Jock Harvey. Well 
the 10,000 bottles sold out in no time and Biodiversity McLaren Vale has started the plant out. And I’m pleased to 
say that the very first tree was planted at L50K on 12

th
 May by Jock and Karl Telfer with Keryn Walshe, Jordan 

Bang and I then assisting to get many more in the ground that day. 
 

                   
  Jock & Karl, only 9,999 to go                                           Jordan, Gavin, Keryn, Karl, Jock 

 
Olive Trees and Olive Oil – Wild Harvest 
I’ve probably said before that a row of former ferals along the northern fence at L50K have been pruned back into 
production and amenity trees providing shade, wind break and a backdrop in the camp area. 
 
For the past few years the olives had been harvested as part of the Eco Village annual press but they now have 
sufficient production at the Village to fill the bin required for pressing. So L50K olives were harvested this year by 
Phil Mather, Wild Harvest. 650kg was the haul and 11% oil was the yield and will be part of a Willunga Basin 
pressing. But I got a dozen bottles of pure L50K olive oil. Wild Harvest olive oil is available at the Willunga Farmers 
Market and on-line. 
 
Wild Harvest is part of Bush Organics based on Kangaroo Island which produces honey and other products. They 
have a bush site which was partially burnt out in the 2020 fires, 
 

 
Phil harvesting 

 
McLaren Vale Montessori Kindergarten 
The kindy is visiting later in June About 35 kiddly winks plus a dozen or so adults will spent half a day wandering 
around and wondering about L50K. Wrapped up with a lunchtime campfire, some mud play, a sausage sizzle and 
some story telling. Plan is for a visit each term. 
 
L50K Visitors in May 
Kept a track of visitors in May as part of the reflection on L50K. There were about 70 in all on 19 different days and 
here’s an overview of the diversity: 



. 13 walkers from Canberra, Melbourne, regional SA and Adelaide 

. 12 or more friends and family and friends of friends and neighbours 

. 11 people camping over for a night including several French nationals 

. 9 people who didn’t camp over but there for the evening 

. 2 wine writers looking at cultural aspects of the wine industry, 1 local and 1 Melbourne 

. 2 council officers looking at regional feral weed control 

. 2 regular volunteers, 1 seasonal volunteer 

. 2 visitors from Tasmania 

. 2 community leaders 

. 2 viticulturists 

. 1 archaeologist, 1 anthropologist, 1 pod caster, 1 farrier, 1 statutory authority board member, 1 environmental 
activist, 1 traditional owner, 1 wine maker. 
 
A broad church as I like to say of both people and activity. 
 
Ripple Effect Grant 
Ripple Effect ‘aims to flash fund transformational projects that build and shape communities as well as boost 
projects focusing on positive change. Ripple Effect is a framework for change by administering a micro-grant of 
$1500 for a different project every month.’ 
 
L50K was fortunate in receiving the one for March to support the ecological regeneration program. Thanks to 
volunteer Dani who located and applied for this grant on behalf of L50K. Dani has since left our sunny shores for 
the frozen wastes of Canada where she is adding a bit of sunshine. Definitely our loss and their gain. 
 
And thanks to the Ripple Effect trustees who put up the cash every month. For more info and maybe applying if you 
have a worthwhile project in mind, see https://www.playrippleeffect.com/. 
 
Peats Soils 
And I’d like to welcome Peats Soils as a sponsor, part of their sponsorship of BMV, with 15 cubic metres of 
Cultured Compost supplied. This brew has nearly 30% organic carbon plus nine trace elements and will provide 
good plant tucker for a season or two as well as enhanced soil conditions, microbial activity etc. Bewdy. 
 

   
Just in case you want to see a delivery truck and a 15 m3. pile of compost, I certainly do 

 

Happening in the Hood 
 
Archaeological and Cultural Research 
This is an introduction to a long term, broad reaching research program in the hood (and beyond). Over the last 18 
months we have become aware of several Culturally Modified Trees (CMTs) in the Willunga Basin but now also 
further afield, as far away as Eden Valley. CMTs are also known as scar trees, shelter trees etc. 
 
Led by archaeologist Keryn Walshe we commenced field research early last year but that went into hibernation 
because of Covid. But we’re awake and out and about again and were in the field for a week last March. A multi-
disciplinary research team of about 10 has been formed supported by 6 volunteers for that patient scraping and 
sieving of soil that is the stuff of Time Team. Oh where of where is the Aussie equivalent, we got Grand Designs, 
Big Brother, Got Talent and so forth but not the quest of our own pre colonisation history. 
 
No matter, the research program is exciting and productive. But also slow cooking, it will be a while before the 
pieces of the jig saw form a rudimentary picture that we can share. Just wanted to let you know it is happening in 
the hood. 



History Snippet (and a bit more) 
Or What Does Cultural Regeneration Look Like? 

 
From Myponga 50 years ago last newsletter, this time we jump back 10,000 years in time and combine it with a bit 
of philosophical musing and existential angst!! Not a good formula I hear you say?? 
 
And then we jump forward 50 years; all round the shop, hey!! 
 
Climate change brought about the end of the last ice age, and enabled the evolution of the farmer–city dweller 
cultural and capitalist paradigm that we both enjoy and abuse and the division or separation from the hunter-
gatherer cultural paradigm that we, the technologically dominant and misguided (read a whole range of descriptors 
here), have sought to subserviate or destroy ever since. 
 
Climate change also brought about the formation of Gulf Saint Vincent or Wonggayerlo Western Sea in Kaurna 
Meyunna, the language of this land. 10,000 years ago you could rug up and walk west from what is now the 
Willunga Basin across a vast alluvial plain, camping on the banks of the central river overnight (now called the 
River Vincent) before reaching the higher ground of what is now Yorke’s Peninsula. 
 
Then it got a bit warm, you took your furry coat off, the sea water rose, centimetre by centimetre or metre by metre, 
until it was satisfied with flooding the alluvial plain and expanding its own territory. Stabilising about 7,000 years 
ago, wave, wind and rain then formed the coastline we are now familiar with, the structure complete about 6,000 
years ago but continually tweaking. After watching vast swathes of their lands disappear under the sea, the existing 
Aboriginal cultures faced and overcame a massive challenge and restructuring after the loss of their land and 
coastlines to the sea. There were multiple coastlines over 3,000 years, can you imagine? 
 

 
17,000 years BP 

   
9.700 BP                                                                                 9.500 BP 

These images were taken from a display at the Flinders Chase Visitor Centre, Kangaroo Island, burnt to a cinder 
by bushfires, summer 2019-2020. 

 
But what tweaking is now ahead of the contemporary and future collective us; Tennyson to Tranmere, Brighton to 
Burnside, Glenelg to Glenunga, Seacliff to Stonyfell, Maslin’s to McLaren Flat? Blackfella and whitefella. 



In my view climate change is not the cause of our current problems, it is a mere symptom of the underlying 
problem; profligate consumption by too large a percentage of the world’s too large a population creating too much 
waste. Even if Elon Musk works out a gadget to suck all the excess CO2 out of the Earth’s atmosphere to make 
carbon building bricks for his colony for the favoured few on Mars, we, the other 7,800.000.000 mere mortals are 
still left with the problem, our totally unsustainable ecological footprint in the developed world. If that problem is not 
addressed we are cactus. 
 

L50K is badged as an ecological and cultural regeneration project. 
 

The ecological side seems pretty straightforward                               Kill weeds, give life to trees 
 

But I’m puzzled and challenged by cultural regeneration. It has to involve behavioural and values change but is that 
like changing the course of the Titanic heading for the iceberg. And we can see the iceberg clear as day; it’s not a 
foggy night. And I think it is illuminated at night as well, bloody well floodlit actually, can be seen from space. 
 

We are all aboard the flotilla; the Ship of Fools and the Good Ship Lollipop are some of the vessels with Noah’s Ark 
leaking badly and listing heavily to the right (err, starboard that is), Noah forgot the two caulking guns. And even 
the Argo with all its sacred and mystical powers has lost its rudder and the Golden Fleece rebranded Caltex. 
 

This newsletter has outlined the increasing level of ‘cultural & social’ activity at L50K. But what does it really mean: 
 Is it just feel good inactivity? 
  Does it engender a mood for cultural change? 
 Does it bring about critical action? 

Does it just keep blowing in the wind? 
 

My working guide is that cultural regeneration has to take its clues from ecological regeneration. It has to: 
. Be more respectful of and caring for the biosphere 
. Approach contemporary human occupation of this continent as part of a long term continuum 
. Evolve cultural practices that respect and recognise the continuum, ecological and cultural 
. Be bi-cultural 
. Reduce consumption and waste at all levels 
 

And importantly, be more aware that economic and political practices are a subset of cultural practices, not the 
other way around. Economics and politics are a way of resource exchange and governance within a culture, not the 
end game. 
 

In 50 years’ time our children or grandchildren will be reflecting and writing about us. What will they say? 
 

I’m curious as to the thinking of others on this dilemma and challenge; where to and how as individuals, 
communities and nations. Drop me a line or three if you wish. 
 

In Contemplation      Gavin 
 

Last but not at all least - New Book: Farmers or Hunter-gatherers? The Dark Emu Debate 
Many of you may have read Dark Emu and pondered on its remarkable revelations. But could they all really be 
true? Well, no. 
 

An authoritative response by social anthropologist Peter Sutton and archaeologist Keryn Walshe has been 
published by Melbourne University Press available at https://www.mup.com.au/books/farmers-or-hunter-gatherers-
paperback-softback. This is critical reading for an informed discourse on pre-colonisation Australia and the 
structures of Aboriginal societies. 
 
Many of you will recognise Keryn for her work at L50K and Peter has visited several times. Just to disclose my 
affiliations. 
 

Contact and Information 
Gavin Malone: gavindmalone@gmail.com          Website: lot50kanyanyapilla.com 
 

Project Partners and Supporters 

                                                             
 

Timelapse Adelaide                          
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